Servitization
Everything you need to know on your road
towards a services based earning model

From product to service
Especially nowadays, with the fast growing technological possibilities, the possibilities to
structurally reshape your business model are growing as well. Not by putting the sales,
but the output and uptime of your product as the focal point. How does this work?
A supplier of bakery machines who can predict accurately
when one of his bakery production lines is in need of
maintenance. A shipbuilder who supports his clients with
finance options. A supplier of workplaces who advises
companies on health and safety issues. These are just
a few examples of servitisation: the reshaping of your
business from a product to a services oriented business
model.

To make servitisation
a success, you will need a
whole new mind-set

Higher turnover, higher profit
The advantages of servitisation have the potential to be
big: service contracts are (in addition to the traditional
product and machines sales) a stable and predictable
source of income and ensure a natural long-term
relationship with your client. The result: happy clients,
a higher turnover and more profit.

New mind-set required
At the same time, servitisation has its pitfalls: the risk
of losses or damages is large when you, as a company,
cannot deliver on what you promise. At the same time,
servitisation is not a matter of simply investing in new
technology; to make servitisation a success, a whole
new mind-set is required, which infiltrates deep into the
capillaries of the entire organisation.

Service contracts
ensure a long-term
relationship with
your client

Many companies want to do ‘something’ with regard to
providing services, but are in the dark when they need
to answer the question of how they might handle this.
What do you need when you want to transform your
organisation? Where to begin? And: what is the impact of
servitisation on, for instance, your operational finances?
This and other questions are discussed in this introductory
whitepaper, in which several (inter)national professionals
and experience experts give their vision on servitisation.
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The facts about servitisation
Is servitisation really a thing of the future? The research results outlined below
will show that you, as a company, really have to take action.

More profit
The average EBIT-profitability (operational result after
depreciations) of services is, for many companies, higher
than that of their products with a factor 2 to 5.
(Source: Praetimus)

Increasing market value
A large, long-term research with American listed
companies has shown that the average market value
of servitising companies increases strongly (albeit with
a large spread in the results).
(Source: Praetimus)

Business domination
Three quarters (75%) of the industrial manufacturing
industry expects that servitisation will dominate their
business in the future.
(Source: PA Consulting Group)

Servitisation strategy
Less than a third (30%) of the industrial manufacturing
industry has a servitisation strategy.
(Source: PA Consulting Group)

Higher margin
Companies that have already made the transfer to
a servitisation business model can report a profit
margin on services between 15 and 35%.
(Source: PA Consulting Group)
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At your service
The opportunities for service based earnings models have never been this big, now that we
are on the brink of the fourth (technology driven) Industrial Revolution. What can servitisation
generate? And: what do you, as an ambitious entrepreneur, have to pay attention to?
Where does servitisation come from?
According to Tim Baines, professor at the Aston Business
Scholl in Birmingham and author of the book Made to Serve
(2013), providing services as such is not a new activity
for industrial companies. ‘Some of the earliest examples
of service provision go back to the 19th-century British
manufacturing industry. Here in Birmingham, for instance,
there were already companies handling the delivery of
steam engines, including maintenance and repair work and
the delivery of spare parts. Nowadays, companies look at
service provision in a much broader sense: they are not
selling a product, but guarantee a certain output, including
everything it entails as advanced services.’ ‘A company such
as Rolls Royce already has a history of outcome based
services’, adds Baines’ colleague Eleanor Musson of the
Aston Business School. ‘Nevertheless, the term servitisation
has only recently started to make headway. The progressing
technology plays an important role in this; the Industrial
Internet of Things, for instance, offers all kinds of possibilities
to gather enormous amounts of data about your product,
which can use to target your maintenance programme.’

From your starting
point – a pure focus
on your product – you
plan a route towards a
destinationt

Some of the earliest
examples go back to the
19th-century British
manufacturing industry

What types of servitisation are there?
Servitisation expert Franks Marks of Praetimus has already
assisted dozens of companies with the reshaping of their
business model. ‘You can look at servitisation as a journey’,
says Marks. ‘From your starting point – a pure focus on
your product – you plan a route towards a destination.
The ultimate destination is that you use an earnings model
that is entirely based on services, whereby you no longer
deliver a product to your client, but only services. It is wise
to realise that there are many shades of grey in between, the
destination will be different for each company.’ According to
Marks, there are roughly four types of business models.
‘In the first phase you purely are a manufacturer, who only
supplies basic installation and maintenance services. In the
next phase, the focus shifts from just the reactive offering
of services to doing that in a much more proactive manner.
When you take it even a step further, the shifting of the
focus away from the product itself to the application of the
products, with everything it includes in the way of services.
This may include, for instance, advisory activities, information
management and financial services. In the most far-reaching
earning model, the focus moves towards the use of the
product to its output. As a supplier, you deliver, in this case,
a solution based on Product-as-a-Service, with a guaranteed
uptime, including services in the area of, amongst other
things, administration and asset management.’
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The Servitisation Maturity Model

01

02

Value

From reactive to
pro-active services
Focus still on product
oriented services.

Form product to use
oriented… Start replacing
products by services.

VALUE ADDED
MANUFACTURER

FULL SERVICE
PROVIDER

03

… to output based,
independent of platform
Take full ownership for
results / outputs.

INTEGRATED
SOLUTIONS
PROVIDER

PRODUCT
MANUFACTURER

Maturity

04

05

06

07

Services as
necessity Sell
products and
sustaining product
services.
Commissioning +
break-fix services.

Services as added
value Sell enhanced
product condition.
Life-cycle services.

Services as a
business Sell
enhanced product
performance.
Life-cycle services +
business services.

Services is the
business Take over
(parts of) operations
and sell performance.
Managed services +
performance based
services / PaaS.

Praetimus: Servitization Maturity Model 2016
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When you implement
servitisation properly, it will
result in a much stronger
long-term relationship
with your client

For what kind of businesses is this interesting?
According to Jeroen van der Putten, Director Industries &
Manufacturing at NIBC, servitisation is mainly interesting
for companies that deliver complete final products. ‘It is not
so difficult to attach a long-term contract to products such
as machines, ships and workplaces. In ideal circumstances it
concerns the more standard products which you can take
back after the contract term and which can be reused after
some small adjustments (refurbishment). When it concerns
the more tailor-made products, then dismantling and
recycling are a more obvious choice.’

What is the impact on financing?
‘Working towards servitisation means that you move
from direct earnings at the moment you sell a product
to a long-term cash flow situation’, says Jeroen Conijn,
Managing Director Structuring at NIBC. ‘This means that,
initially, you will have a financing gap, which you will need
to bridge. However, it also offers opportunities when you
offer a finance solution based on future cash flows from
the service provision instead of the value of the underlying
asset. Especially in cases where those future cash flows will
be substantially higher than the asset value. As a financing
party, we naturally take a close look at the dependency
of those services; the larger the service package you can
provide during the lifespan of the product, the more
important a solid estimation of the quality of those services

will be. We also look at the nature of those services;
to what extent are they easily transferable to other
parties in the event of bankruptcy or other unforeseen
circumstances? And, of course, we want to know the extent
to which a certain volume of services is guaranteed.
‘By now, NIBC has developed various solutions with regard
to the situation in which you are not selling your products,
but in which you offer them via a lease contract’, says
Jeroen van der Putten. ‘Together with the client, we may set
up a vendor lease-programme, which you, as a manufacturer,
use to sell your product to an own lease organisation.
This will allow you to still realise the cash flow of the sale
on day one. The lease organisation will then enter into a
contract with the client via a vendor lease-construction.’ As
the manufacturer uses his own lease organisation, he will
remain in close contact with his client during the duration
of the lease. ‘The equity capital of the lease organisation
can be financed by the company itself, but it can also come
from individual shareholders or a finance company’, explains
Van der Putten.
Frank Marks emphasises that investing in servitisation
will make your company a lot more attractive to private
equity parties. ‘Provided it is executed well, servitisation
not only provides a higher turnover, but also potentially a
very profitable turnover, which is also very predictable and
relatively less prone to be affected by cyclical fluctuations.
That is a potential ‘triple value lever’ for investors: the
leverage of the growth in turnover, the leverage of the
more than average increase in profitability and the leverage
of the increasing predictability of the cash flows.’

In the first instance,
you will have finance
gap which you will
need to bridge
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What are the pitfalls of servitisation?
Jeroen Conijn emphasises that servitisation will impact
your business as a whole. ‘The provision of a total service
is absolutely different than the delivery of just a product.
Sales, operations, accounting: servitisation affects all levels.’
‘Servitisation is about the transformation of your entire
organisation’, Tim Baines also stresses. ‘You will reach much
higher levels of stomer intimacy and become, as it were, an
extension of your client. This completely different role will
naturally also require different skills; where purely technical
knowledge and expertise used to be sufficient, your employees
will now need to have more people skills. This will of course
have an impact on your recruitment and training policies.
Frank Marks also wants to point out that servitisation
is something that must be embraced by the entire
organisation. ‘Your marketing and sales department will
not put products in the market, but services, your finance
department will have to deal with other types of contracts,
risks and invoicing, your HR department will have to look
for people with different, soft, skills. Therefore, you need to
make a sound plan, and make sure you will not be facing
unexpected obstacles during your journey.’ Marks also
warns against too high technological ambitions. ‘You may
have far-reaching views on lots of Internet of Things-kind of
applications and predictive maintenance, but in practice,
this proves to be a very high mountain to climb in one go.’
Eleanor Musson also emphasises that technology is ‘just’ the
key enabler. ‘In the end, it is not about those terabytes of
data, but about the insight you will get in how your client
uses your product, and about employing that knowledge

A combination of
low tech and high touch
will offer the fuel for
the short term

for the development of a clever services package. You
move from a purely transactional relation to a situation in
which it is all about interaction. You have to truly want to
understand you client, much than you did before.’
According to Jeroen van der Putten, servitisation also
carries a substantial risk of loss or damages. ‘When a client
has a bad experience, then this may cause a big dent in
your image. This means that servitisation is certainly not
something you do on the side; it really requires a farreaching adjustment of your organisation, especially of the
service aspects of your company. But when you implement
servitisation properly, it will result in a much stronger
relationship with your client in the long term.’

What will be a good first step?
Eleanor Musson advises companies to do their research
and to get inspired. ‘Take a look at other companies,
even – or maybe even especially – outside your own
sector or industry. And: talk with your clients! What are
they struggling with? And how can you be of even greater
assistance? Find partners who can help you within the
value chain with the technical side of Internet of Things
applications and data collection, and primarily focus
on your client. This will bring you to a broader value
proposition which matches an outcome based offer.’
Frank Marks advises the average small and medium sized
company with servitisation ambitions to first identify its
installed base. ‘The majority of the companies have no idea
where their machines or equipment have ended up or what
their configuration is. Only when you have identified the
market for your services, you can start thinking about where
the need for services lies. How does your client actually
use your product? And which services can you develop
to ensure that the product gives less issues, will be less
expensive and offer a higher profit? You also have to realise
that, as already pointed out, the technological possibilities
may be large, but that it will often be much more effective
to start small. A combination of low tech and high touch
offers the fuel you can use to make the high-tech Internet of
Things solutions viable in the long term.’
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Frederik Wegener Sleeswijk, NL-Fund

‘Contract financing
can be used for servitisation’
In the world of ICT, providing Product-as-a-Service solutions have been around for a longer period of
time; ICT companies no longer sell packages, but provide all kinds of hardware and software services
on a contract basis.’ Frederik Wegener Sleeswijk of NL-Fund explains how he responds to that.
‘ICT suppliers increasingly noticed that these managed
services solutions became more and more difficult to
finance: traditional banks find it hard it understand that
the hardware component within the contract is losing
its importance and is therefore no longer an underlying
asset. The end user who requires a managed services
solution, shifts, in fact, the financing need to the vendor.
This means that, in order to be able to grow, he must be
backed by a good finance solution. Suppliers used to solve
this issue by prefinancing contracts themselves from their
working capital, but this option is of course limited to a
certain maximum amount. This is the reason that many
ICT companies turn to private equity companies, but they
impose high yield requirements and will want to be involved
in your company.’

The end user
shifts the finance
need to the vendor

‘To break this impasse we have developed, in collaboration
with NIBC, a new financial product: contract factoring. The
principle is simple: the underlying finance fund finances, up

to 60 to 70 per cent of the contract value. The rest of the
contract value will be paid per month, for the duration of
the contract term. The fund becomes the legal owner of
the contracts, but by making a good selection ‘at the gate’,
the risk will be contained. The fund will also arrange for
the ‘back-up’, should the ICT supplier – who will remain
the ‘face’ to the client – for whatever reason not be able
to supply.’

This form of
contract financing
can be very
interesting for other
sectors as well

‘From NL-Fund we now manage two funds – C-Fund for
PCI Group and ICT-Fund for a maximum of 10 ICT suppliers
– and a third fund will be established. But basically every
form of contract business is suitable for this type of financing.
Now that the servitisation trend is also growing in other
sectors, this form of contract financing can be interesting for
them as well. To give an example: I know of a company that
supplies fully automated wash stations based on long-term
agreements with care institutions. Such a Laundry-as-a-Service
solution is very suitable for contract financing.’
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Arnold Struik, Ahrend

‘It feels good to help
clients’
‘Companies rent a building on a monthly basis and charge for prints or a cup of
coffee by the piece. So why would they still want to become the owner of their
office furniture?’, wonders Arnold Struik of Ahrend.
‘We, as a supplier of office furniture, increasingly got these
signals from the market. This is why we are now in the
process of the transformation from low-tech supplier to
high-tech service provider. In addition to the furniture we
supply to our clients, we also offer various services: from
internal relocation and cleaning services to health and safety
advice and asset management. The requirements differ
per client and per branch: whereas a hospital is primarily
interested in the available stock and where it can be
found, a law firm wants to be sure that the workplaces are
spotlessly cleaned at all times. Whatever the client’s wishes
are: we arrange it and put together a custom-made service
package per client.’

From a one-off
transaction you move
towards a long-term
partnership with
your client

In addition to the
furniture we supply to
our clients, we also offer
various services

‘This makes servitisation a much more future-proof way
of doing business: from a one-off transaction you move
towards a long-term partnership with your client. This
requires a different mind-set: you will have to communicate
closely with your client in a continuous dialogue. Employees
will have to improve and maintain their communicative and
commercial skills. There are also significant changes on an
administrative level. In order not to lose our entire margin
on a service call, we are looking into ways of how we can
further automate our administrative process and make it
more efficient. We are currently also investing in a digital
platform on which clients can enter their service requests in
a quick and easily accessible manner. This is very important
to improve the client experience.’
‘Another challenge is the return flow we need to deal
with; as a service provider we take back the furniture –
depending on the contract form – at the end of the lifespan
of the furniture. This also provides us with new challenges,
even if the fact that we have always designed furniture that
is easy to dismantle is, of course, to our advantage.’
‘All things considered, servitisation has a significant impact
on your organisation. But we already notice what the
benefits are: higher turnover, increased client retention and
loyalty and – very important – a nicer job. It just feels good
to help your clients.’
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Grab the chances that
are out there
Making the transfer to servitisation is not something that can be done overnight. But
if there is something to be learned from this whitepaper, it is that there are plenty of
opportunities and the risks – provided they are properly dealt with – are controllable.
As we have made clear, the transformation from a
product-based to a services-based business model needs a
lot of work and preparation. Nevertheless, as long as they
are handled correctly, there are plenty of opportunities
to give service provision a prominent place within the
earning model, and, this way, structurally generate a higher
turnover and higher profitability.
NIBC is an enterprising bank which offers assistance to its
clients at deciding moments. As a specialist in corporate
banking, we advise ambitious entrepreneurs on the subject
of servitisation and we support them with fitting solutions
when it comes to funding.
From our offices in The Hague, Amsterdam, Frankfurt,
London and Brussels we serve over a 1,000 companies
with client oriented products and services. Are you
interested in our services? Please do not hesitate to
contact us:

Jeroen van der Putten
Director Industries & Manufacturing
+31 (0)70 342 50 69
jeroen.van.der.putten@nibc.com

Colophon
This is a publication of
MT MediaGroep BV
commissioned by NIBC.

Joost Peters,
editor
MT MediaGroep.

Nothing from this publication may
be copied and/or reproduced in
any possible manner without
the consent of NIBC and
MT MediaGroep BV.
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